Neural Transmission from Oropharyngeal Bitter Receptors to the Medulla is Partially or Completely Labelled-Line.
The ground breaking advances in taste cell receptor cell physiology over the last 20 years have established a functional basis which enables neural pathways to be mapped. There is.only one, or perhaps several, types of taste receptors for salt, sour, sweet and umami (meaty) tastes and stimulation of each receptor type elicits responses in different cognitive regions. These findings support the labelled-line neural pathway model. In contrast, there are 25 types of the bitter taste receptors which all produce the same cognitive sensation, a finding which supports the across-fiber pattern model. This paper compiles the findings.of several human studies investigating the impact of bitter tastants on postprandial hemodynamics, to demonstrate that diverse bitter tastants are capable of eliciting a range of characteristic reflex cephalic phase responses in the autonomic and cardiovascular systems. These findings indicate that neural pathways from the oropharyngeal bitter taste receptors to the nucleus of the solitary tract are either partially or completely labelled-line. Consequently, the hedonics of a bitter tastant are not an accurate indicator of the cephalic phase responses elicited by the tastant. The finding that secondary metabolites present in dietary condiments modulate autonomic activity and in particular postprandial hemodynamics is novel and adds a new dimension to our understanding of the ways in which humans are influenced by their diet, both in health and disease. These findings suggest that condiments play a role in food digestion, unrelated to their. hedonistic qualities. Consequently, condiments may be of significance to those with digestive disorders and especially for diabetics experiencing gastroparesis and/or postprandial hypotension. Additionally, the findings suggest a noninvasive method to assess the integrity of multiple neural pathways. For investigators exploring the effect of condiments on autonomic reflexes, traditional cuisines may be a valuable source as they are full of uncharted human recordings.